INSTRUMENTS   OF   GOVERNMENT
The Committee in its draft, which became the foundation of
all subsequent drafts, put forward a bicameral legislature on the
Ottoman plan. The Council of the Project became a Senate of
twenty Members.1 Legislation, which with the exception of
money bills could be initiated by any deputy supported by ten
of his fellows, had to be accepted by both Houses (Article 62^).
At the request of its British advisers, the Committee agreed to
the inclusion of an Article (62), referring all disputes between
the Senate and Deputies to a joint committee of forty, one half
of which was to be deputies selected by lot, and the other half,
the twenty Senators holding office at the King's pleasure — a
feature essential to the scheme.2
In addition, the Baghdad Draft omitted the Article, included
in the Project, validating the actions of the High Commissioner
and of the King and Ministers prior to the promulgation of the
Law. The Legal Secretary, however, stated that he proposed
to reinsert the clause in the final draft. It was essential that
Acts of previous regimes should not be called into question and
that such measures as the forthcoming oil concessions should
not be submitted to Parliament.8
In order that no alterations should be made to the Law,
either to Articles contributing to good government4 or to those
affecting the Treaty, it was stipulated in the Baghdad Draft that
no amendments should be made 'until 8 years from its date of
coming into force' and then only after the amendments had
been passed by two successive Parliaments.
Although the attention of official circles in clraq during 1922
and early in 1923 was directed principally to the Treaty and to
election difficulties, the Baghdad Draft and the First Colonial
Office Revise which embodied the Colonial Office amendments
to the unsatisfactory sections, mainly those which vitiated the
power of the King to control legislation, had been referred by
1	Report on Draft O. Law, March i6th, 1922, C.O. 15296/22.
2	Ibid.
3	Ibid., also Dispatch, August i7th, 1922, C.O. 43338/22,
4	Ibid.
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